
Letters

attacked by several male social
justice activists, who pounded on
the hood and screamed at her.

Others found that disagree-
ment crosses a jealously
assumed consensus pervasive in
the city and since have fallen
into line and into silence. We
have been libeled. The anticipat-
ed charge that activists from the
center-right are agents of the
CIA circulates. Early on, a
tremendous lie was constructed
and published, complete with
doctored images, alleging that
ProtestWarrior was once an
organization called White
Power, just prior to February of
2003. This claim was circulated
despite the facts that only a little
over half of Chicago PWs were
white at the time the claim was
made and that ProtestWarrior
didn’t exist as a national organi-
zation until long after February
2003. It’s also a non sequitur,
since white nationalist groups
oppose the war in Iraq, sharing
with progressives the notion 
that we are fighting a “war for
Israel” which is orchestrated 
by a “Zionist cabal.” David Duke
just recently published his 
statement of support for Cindy
Sheehan’s bid for a second 
meeting with the president.

By saying that, it’s not my
intention to convey that progres-
sives and Nazis are the same
thing, but rather I mention it in
the hopes that we can bring the
rhetoric back down to reality.
About 80 percent of these spasms
of hatred from the social justice
movement are indeed just words,
but words move men to deeds. If
we are to equate our brothers,
sisters, friends, and neighbors
with Adolf Hitler simply because
they have their own opinions,
then we grant ourselves license to
treat them like any morally firm
person would treat Adolf Hitler.
All of the times we have been
threatened and attacked I’ve
never doubted that the attacker
was acting with the approval of
their own conscience and felt that
whatever crimes may be commit-
ted against us would be only half
of what we deserved; all for
breaking the mirage of consensus
which hovers over our cities. This
righteous, self-justified atavism is
worthy of serious concern.

I fail to see where the “prank”
is in joining a public demonstra-
tion with an opposing viewpoint.
It’s true that a lot of PW’s work
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involves humor, but I hardly see
how that differentiates us from
anti-Iraq-war activists, who
themselves attempt humor with
their signage; “Buck Fush,” for
example. A lot of this misan-
thropy does happen through the 
conduit that Indymediacenter
provides, and each time they’ve
respectfully been made aware of it
they have responded by rebuffing
us with claims of cherishing free
speech while deleting our criti-
cisms from their site. Conversely,
Elac of rightwingextremist.com
was condemned and expunged
from PW for his ill-advised retali-
ation against Indymedia.

I hope from this readers can
understand the entire story in a
fuller context, which is not con-
fined merely to the walls of
Jeremy’s living room, allowing
us to better see all of the perti-
nent circumstances which have
led Jeremy Hammond to pose
coquettishly on his couch with
his gaze theatrically fixed upon
the horizon for the Reader’s
photographers.

Justin Fleming
ProtestWarrior, Chicago Chapter

Fighting the left ... doing it right ... in the 

Windy City

Ink Well by Ben Tausig

Flat Features
ACROSS 
1. Cub numbers, for short
6. Pot tops

10. Symbol of grace
14. Jewish Giant at Home With 

His Parents photographer
15. Eastern Istanbul’s continent
16. Like some A’s
17. Pitching ace’s apartment-hunting

requirement?
20. Ticket entitlement
21. One making a row
22. Taking offense
23. Do in, as a vampire
25. Per, slangily
27. “Give me food!,” perhaps
30. Chili chef’s apartment-hunting 

requirement?
35. Manages nicely
37. Consume
38. Erotic beginning
39. Country album?
40. Cards
41. Turn down
42. Roly-______

43. Parisian pal
44. Building custodians
45. Sprinter’s apartment-hunting

requirement?
48. Deep-cleaning soap ingredient
49. Scapegoats take it
50. Witnesses take one
52. British salt’s sobriquet
55. Doesn’t just sit there
57. Poetic Pound
61. Oral surgeon’s apartment-hunting

requirement?
64. Extinct birds of New Zealand
65. Beloved author Morrison
66. Bread
67. Get in a hand
68. Plead with
69. Racing family

DOWN 
1. Enervates
2. Forest unit
3. Start of a spell
4. Grass clumps
5. Storm heading: abbr.
6. A Jackson
7. Wight or Man
8. Scenes at the Field Museum
9. Animal pouch

10. Open for business
11. Stick figure?
12. Beginning
13. Line on a Manhattan addr.
18. Hopscotch need
19. Cry onboard
24. Cambodia neighbor
26. S.F. hours
27. Retool
28. Chopper topper
29. Dude
31. Make another hole

LAST WEEK: UNLIMITED ROAMING

51. Fishing bird
52. Tibetan leader
53. Clickable symbol
54. Future MD’s exam
56. Viet ______
58. Animal attractions
59. Stage gig
60. Way off
62. Disco ______ (Simpsons character)
63. Runner down under 

32. Dry (off)
33. Board for nails
34. ./- code
36. Last words before shooting?
40. Mimic
41. Craving
43. Menu phrase
44. Stoner’s bagful
46. Some are spare
47. Piece of eye candy




